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“Defending Life and Liberty is the Pursuit of Happiness!” 

Rhode Island Senator Whitewashes His Vote 
for Indefinite Detention in 2012 NDAA 

(TIAAC Comments in Red.) 
  
[Senator Whitehouse]: Thank you for writing to me about the detention provisions in the National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). Given the importance of this issue, I appreciate the opportunity to 
share my views on the recent Senate debate.  
 
[Senator Whitehouse]: Since I came to the Senate, I have fought hard to protect Americans’ 
constitutional rights and civil liberties. I have championed legislation to end the use of torture and 
“enhanced interrogation techniques.” I’ve advocated for increased privacy protections whenever the 
government conducts surveillance for intelligence purposes, and I’m proud that Congress passed 
provisions I negotiated to protect Americans traveling abroad from being spied on without a court order. 
These measures demonstrate the importance of Congress establishing clear rules to govern Executive 
Branch conduct.  
 

In 2007, Senator Whitehouse railed against the Bush Administration and then-Attorney General 
Gonzales over “enhanced interrogation techniques.” The Los Angeles Times reported in 
“Whitehouse takes Gonzales to the woodshed” that Senator Whitehouse was the “breakout star 
of the Senate investigation” into questionable firings of U.S. attorneys by A.G. Gonzales, that he 
was “free of the partisan baggage…” Really? Read on. 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: Congress similarly has a responsibility to establish rules that govern the 
detention of members of al Qaeda and associated groups. That is why, despite not agreeing with every 
aspect of the detainee provisions in the NDAA, I voted against the Udall amendment, which would have 
put the issue off for another day and allowed the uncertainty to continue. 
 

Since the attacks of 9/11/2001, citizens have been tortured and detained indefinitely without 
charge or trial. Citizens have been assassinated by order of President Obama without any 
Constitutional protections, while in an “out of combat” status that even under the United 
States’ own 2011 Law of War Deskbook is an “area of unsettled law.” 
 
The Udall Amendment would have required the Secretary of Defense to concisely compile and 
report these “uncertainties” to Congress so it could make an informed decision, but no. Senator 
Whitehouse voted against binding the President down from mischief with the chains of the 
Constitution, and instead gave him carte blanche to “kill at will” as any dictator can. 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: We achieved significant victories in the detainee provisions. The bill allows law 
enforcement to continue to use our civilian justice system to prosecute detainees who have committed 
crimes. This had been repeatedly and vigorously challenged and now those challenges are firmly put to 
rest. The bill preserved protections that Congress has enacted and the Administration has implemented 
against the use of torture and other illegal interrogation techniques, which had also been challenged, but 
are secure.  
 

It’s not okay to spy on Americans abroad, or to torture them, but it is okay to assassinate them? 
 

http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/la-oew-mcgough14jun14,1,2233018.story
http://theintolerableacts.org/RESOURCES/index.html
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[Senator Whitehouse]: Finally, it is particularly important to me that the bill does not limit the right of 
habeas corpus. That fundamental constitutional right ensures that any American the executive branch 
detains will have his or her day in court before a federal judge. In other words, no American will be 
detained without the due process that our legal system guarantees.  
 

Having the habeas corpus discussion with most Members of Congress is a red herring. Does 
Senator Whitehouse understand by what authority and under what specific conditions habeas 
corpus can be suspended? He should read Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution. 
Have we been “invaded?” No. Is there a “rebellion” underway? No. The qualifying “public 
safety” requirement is moot without first having met the “invasion or rebellion” test. 
 

Our “legal system” doesn’t guarantee “due process.” The Fifth Amendment does. In a June 24, 
2012 interview with Rhode Island’s PANDA coordinator Mike Mayors, Senator Whitehouse 
stated he didn’t like the way the bill turned out, but that “once you’ve participated in a team 
that has made the agreement on something, you kind of are supposed to stick by your 
agreement a little bit, even if you don’t love every part of it. So for all those reasons I’ve 
supported the bill.” 
 

Senator Whitehouse has forgotten that his oath didn’t require (or permit) him to “take one for 
the team” simply because he invested some time “designing” parts of the bill. If it’s 
unconstitutional Senator, you have to vote against it. That’s your oath. That’s your duty, period. 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: I supported two important amendments to improve the bill. First, I cosponsored 
an amendment to preserve important and longstanding safeguards for people living within the United 
States. This amendment would have provided that Section 1032 of the NDAA, which relates to military 
detention of al Qaeda-connected terrorists who have planned attacks on the U.S., only applied to 
suspected terrorists captured abroad – not to people within the United States.  Unfortunately, the Senate 
rejected this amendment by a 45-55 vote. 
 

Second, I voted for an amendment to make it clear that language in the NDAA pertaining to the 
detention of al Qaeda and affiliated forces under the laws of war does not create a new authority to 
detain American citizens, lawful permanent residents, or people captured on American soil.  That 
amendment prevailed.  Therefore the NDAA ensures that its detention provisions do not change existing 
law and do not provide a new authority to detain Americans in military custody. On December 1, the 
Senate passed the amended NDAA by a vote of 93-7.  
 

The amendment Senator Whitehouse is so proud of is sophisticated gibberish. The presumed 
existing law is the 2001 AUMF (which grants no such authority), and the usurped existing 
Executive Branch authority to detain Americans in military custody is the undefined “laws of 
war,” which do not trump the Constitution. To suggest this amendment doesn’t change existing 
law as it relates to detention authority is because no such law “existed” prior to the 2012 NDAA. 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: Consistent with existing law, the only citizens eligible for detention under the bill 
are those who have joined al Qaeda in its fight against the United States; the authority only lasts while 
the 9/11 Authorization for Use of Military Force [AUMF] is in effect; and constitutional habeas corpus 
rights assure court access and due process during any detention.  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysS9uqWplU0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysS9uqWplU0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysS9uqWplU0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysS9uqWplU0&feature=related
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The 2001 AUMF only authorized going after the 9/11/2001 attackers and those who helped 
them. The 2012 NDAA codified into law a perpetual war on a tactic (terror). Congresses under 
both the Bush and Obama Administrations have played catch-up with laws to make legal the 
practices of the President. Senator Whitehouse should watch the “NDAA Weeds and Under the 
Rocks” video produced by The Intolerable Acts ACTION CENTER. His explanations (excuses) for 
failing to protect our God-given inalienable Rights as defined in the Bill of Rights earn him the 
pseudonym “Senator Whitewash.” 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: You can be sure that, as a member of the Senate’s Judiciary Committee, I will 
aggressively monitor the implementation of these provisions to ensure they are applied in a manner that 
preserves Americans’ constitutional rights.  
 

Hilter’s henchmen aggressively monitored the implementation of the abuses of the German 
people. Ask the survivors if that “oversight” preserved their constitutional rights. 

 
[Senator Whitehouse]: Again, thank you for contacting me about this important issue. I very much 
appreciate and respect your strongly held views on this issue, and I hope you will continue to stay in 
touch on this, or any other matter of concern to you.  
  
Sincerely, 
 
Sheldon Whitehouse 
United States Senator 
 

Visit The Intolerable Acts ACTION CENTER to download the Patriot Coalition / Oath Keepers NDAA 
Resolutions for state legislators, county commissioners, & sheriffs here:  TheIntolerableActs.org 
  
For God & Country, 
 

Jeff Lewis 
National Director, Patriot Coalition 
National Director,  FIRE Coalition 
The Intolerable Acts ACTION CENTER 
http://blog.patriotcoalition.com 
Email: Jeff@PatriotCoalition.com 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/patriotwatchdog  
Phone: 252-876-9489 
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